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A compact linear accelerator based on a scalable
microelectromechanical-system RF-structure

A. Persaud,1, a) Q. Ji,1 E. Feinberg,1 P. A. Seidl,1 W. L. Waldron,1 T. Schenkel,1 A. Lal,2 K. B. Vinayakumar,2

S. Ardanuc,2 and D. A. Hammer2
1)E. O. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720,
USA
2)SonicMEMS Laboratory, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA

A new approach for a compact radio-frequency (RF) accelerator structure is presented. The
new accelerator architecture is based on the Multiple Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear
Accelerator (MEQALAC) structure that was first developed in the 1980s. The MEQALAC
utilized RF resonators producing the accelerating fields and providing for higher beam cur-
rents through parallel beamlets focused using arrays of electrostatic quadrupoles (ESQs).
While the early work obtained ESQs with lateral dimensions on the order of a few cen-
timeters, using printed circuits board (PCB), we reduce the characteristic dimension to the
millimeter regime, while massively scaling up the potential number of parallel beamlets.
Using Microelectromechanical systems scalable fabrication approaches, we are working on
further reducing the characteristic dimension to the sub-millimeter regime. The technology
is based on RF-acceleration components and ESQs implemented in PCB or silicon wafers
where each beamlet passes through beam apertures in the wafer. The complete accelerator is
then assembled by stacking these wafers. This approach has the potential for fast and inex-
pensive batch fabrication of the components and flexibility in system design for application
specific beam energies and currents. For prototyping the accelerator architecture, the com-
ponents have been fabricated using PCB. In this paper, we present proof of concept results
of the principal components using PCB: RF acceleration and ESQ focusing. Ongoing devel-
opments on implementing components in silicon and scaling of the accelerator technology to
high currents and beam energies are discussed.

PACS numbers: 29.20.-c,29.27.-a,41.75.-,41.85.Ne, 07.77.Ka

I. INTRODUCTION

Ion beams have many applications in research and in-
dustry. Increasing intensity and reducing the size and
cost are important aspects of developing new particle ac-
celerators for many possible applications.

Among them the most ambitious applications for high-
intensity beams are driving nuclear fusion power systems
for the purpose of electricity generation. At present,
there are two main approaches to achieving practical fu-
sion energy production, magnetic fusion energy (MFE)
and inertial fusion energy (IFE). In both approaches,
high intensity particle beams have been proposed as
methods to heat the fusion fuel.

In MFE, typified by toroidal devices called tokamaks,
magnetically confined deuterium and tritium plasma
would be heated to fusion conditions, i.e., an ion tem-
perature of ∼ 10 keV, at least in part, by intense 0.1-
1.0 MeV neutral deuterium beams in order to initiate fu-
sion reactions. In principle, the resulting charged reac-
tion product, the 3.5 MeV helium nucleus, will be able
to maintain the plasma temperature above 10 keV indef-
initely in a well designed magnetic confinement system.
The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER), now under construction in France,1 will have two
16.5 MW deuterium beam systems with negative ions ac-

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
mail: apersaud@lbl.gov

celerated to 1 MeV kinetic energy before being neutral-
ized and injected into the device. Each beamline occupies
a volume exceeding 15 × 5 × 5 m3.2

The idea of using ion beam accelerators for IFE arose in
the 1970s shortly after the recognition that lasers might
drive inertial fusion targets.3 In laser and ion beam driven
targets, the fuel is a spherical shell a few millimeters
in diameter. Ion beam energy of the order of 1-10 MJ
must be delivered in ∼10 ns to achieve fusion ignition,
and computer simulations indicate that ∼100× more en-
ergy may be created from the fusion reactions before the
compressed fuel disassembles.4 In contrast to the mag-
netic fusion approach, the process here is pulsed, with a
repetition rate of several Hertz. The ion beam require-
ments are constrained by the target design: for heavy
ions, A > 100, a kinetic energy of several GeV and cur-
rents in the kiloampere range are required; for lighter
ions and the same total beam energy, since the MeV per
nucleon must be similar, the current must be increased
appropriately.

There is also interest in magneto-inertial fusion (MIF),
where aspects of magnetic and inertial fusion approaches
are merged. Initially low density deuterium-tritium
plasma is confined by a magnetic field. The plasma
and embedded magnetic field are compressed by, e.g.,
a metal liner, directed plasma or beams, with a confine-
ment time longer than characteristic of IFE and shorter
than MFE.5,6

For the IFE and MIF fusion energy applications, the
required total energy per pulse > 1 MJ. For example,
consider indirect drive IFE driven with 5 MJ pulses of
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5 GeV heavy ions in a 10 ns pulse. The corresponding
total beam current is 100 kA and is distributed among
approximately 100 beams. With present-day accelerator
technology, the accelerators generating the fusion driver
beams would be kilometers long and are usually the most
costly aspects of the fusion energy power plant system.
For MIF systems, the final beam pulse duration is longer,
(>1µs), while the desired ion energy is typically lower
(<1 MeV). Thus, the required current could be higher
depending on the drive pulse duration which can vary
widely from the nanoseconds timescale to hundreds of
microseconds.6

Most ion accelerators have average acceleration gra-
dients of 1-5 MV/m over their length. Comprising focus-
ing magnets and acceleration cells (radio-frequency or
induction accelerators), they have transverse dimensions
approximately 0.1-0.5 m, not including power supplies,
vacuum pumps, and other ancillary equipment. For non-
fusion applications, the beam requirements tend to be
less demanding. Nevertheless, the state-of-the-art ac-
celerator architectures in these applications have similar
footprint and cost.

This work is motivated by the use of microfabrication
based approaches to both miniaturize and reduce system
cost. Applying fabrication approaches widely used to fab-
ricate Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), wafer-
scale fabrication has the potential of reducing cost and in-
creasing performance.7 In particular, fabrication of small
orifices in the millimeter range with submicron lithog-
raphy enables high precision and high electric fields at
modest voltages. In order to generate high power beams,
we propose to accelerate many parallel beams in a com-
mon accelerator structure and vacuum system. Utilizing
MEMS technology, the beamlets can be densely packed,
leading to a lower-cost and reliable accelerator architec-
ture for the applications above.

The idea of a scaled down high energy physics ac-
celerator architecture was presented by Maschke,8 mo-
tivated by the need to generate high current and bright-
ness beams for ion-driven IFE. He proposed a Mul-
tiple Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear Accelera-
tor (MEQALAC) structure consisting of electrostatic
quadrupoles (ESQs) and radio-frequency (RF) acceler-
ation. The current limit for an ESQ focusing lattice is
given by

imax = 4 × 10−12aEv (1)

where a is the beam aperture (distance to the focusing
electrode pole tip), E the maximum electric field, and v
the ion beam velocity.9,10 The peak electric field is bound
by the breakdown field of the quadrupole structure. Mea-
sured breakdown fields stay constant or increase when
scaling down the gap distance.10,11 The current density
averaged over the focusing structure increases inversely
with a and the total current can be increased by ac-
celerating and focusing multiple closely-packed beam-
lets in separate focusing channels. Although magnetic
quadrupoles offer stronger focusing than ESQs at higher
beam velocities, they do not scale well to smaller sizes,
i.e., the current density needed to create the magnetic
field increases when scaling down the quadrupole size. In

practice, the smallest useful size for the quadrupole struc-
tures will be limited by alignment and fabrication errors
of the structure. MEMS technology pushes the bound-
aries of these fabrication errors into the sub-micrometer
range and, therefore, allows drastic improvements in
transportable currents. In fact, the theoretical current
density transport limits achievable with an aperture of
the order of 100µm, a unit cell size of 500µm, and an
applied field of E = 108 V/m (taken as 50% of the break-
down limit from Fig. 4 in Ref. 11) will be ∼ 2 A/cm2 for Xe
ions and 22 A/cm2 for H ions, both at 10 keV. Normal ion
sources produce of the order of 10 mA/cm2 beam currents
for Xe. For hydrogen, 0.6 A/cm2 has been achieved.12 The
ion source will therefore be the limiting factor in most ap-
plications, and bunching, funneling, or other methods of
increasing the current density might be utilized to over-
come this limitation.

II. CONCEPT

The proposed accelerator structure consists of two
main components: RF units and ESQ doublets. The
RF units will provide the acceleration for the ion beam
bunches, and the ESQs will provide transverse focusing
along the accelerator structure. Each RF unit consists of
two vacuum gaps between ring electrodes that define ac-
celeration and field-free drift regions. The field-free drift
gap is set so that

d =
βλ

2
, (2)

where λ is the RF wavelength and β = v
c , and d is the

center-to-center distance between adjacent acceleration
gaps. Successive gaps can easily take into account the
increasing particle β due to acceleration. Thus particles
see nearly identical acceleration fields in adjacent gaps
since the RF phase advances by π (see Fig. 1(a)). For
each RF unit, the ion bunches enter and leave the unit
at ground potential. Components consist of either silicon
wafers or printed circuit boards (PCB). For this paper,
we will refer to both as wafers independent of the chosen
implementation. All RF wafers share the same design
making batch fabrication possible: each beamlet corre-
sponds to a through hole aperture in the wafer that has
a ring electrode at its entrance and exit on the surface
of the wafer. In silicon, this would be a deposited metal
ring, and in our PCB implementation, the on-board cop-
per is utilized for this purpose. To create an RF unit,
four wafers are stacked together. Both sides of the outer
wafers are grounded and the four sides of the inner wafers
are connected to a common RF source (see Fig. 1(a)). We
have chosen acceleration gaps of 1.4 mm for the experi-
ments reported here. Precision washers are used between
the wafers to define the gap distances.

For transverse focusing, each ESQ consists of two pairs
of electrodes which are biased to ±VQ. To implement
ESQ components, we form four electrodes around each
beam aperture with electrical connections to the front
and back of each wafer for the positive and negative volt-
ages (see Fig. 1(b)). The ESQ structure is therefore com-
pletely contained in a single wafer. A single ESQ wafer
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focuses the beam in one direction and defocuses the beam
in the other. We therefore use two ESQ wafers to form a
focusing doublet to provide an overall focusing effect on
the beam.

Drift

RF wafers

Grounded
wafers

Side view

 Accel. Accel.

(a)RF stack

Contact
Aperture

Top view

Electrode

Cut view

+

-

Cut

(b)ESQ

FIG. 1. (a) RF-acceleration concept using four RF wafers
shown for a single beamlet. The outside wafers are grounded
and RF voltage is applied to the inner wafers, creating accel-
eration fields and a drift region. Particles can be accelerated
twice, if the drift region length is chosen to match the ion
velocity β and half the wavelength, λ, of the RF. (b) ESQ
concept implemented in a single wafer for a single beamlet.
The quadrupole length is defined by the side-wall coating as
shown in the cut view.

III. FABRICATION

For initial proof-of-concept experiments, we utilize FR-
4 PCB to fabricate the RF and ESQ wafers. We are also
exploring the fabrication of quadrupole structures using
3D-printing techniques as well as quadrupoles based on
silicon wafers.

Using laser micromachining (LPKF ProtoLaser U4),
top and bottom metal layers are patterned and holes are
drilled through the PCB. Alignment between top and
bottom is achieved by using an integrated vision system
and pre-fabricated alignment fiducials. Steps of the pro-
cess to fabricate RF wafers are given in Fig. 2. In this
process, we start with a FR-4 based board that has cop-
per on both sides as seen in the cross section [Fig. 2 (A)].
The circular holes are created using a laser tool. Then
laser cutting is used to define top and bottom metal rout-
ing. The top and bottom views of the fabricated RF
wafer are also shown in Fig. 2.

The main steps of the process to fabricate ESQ wafers
are given in Fig. 3. The FR-4 based board has cop-
per on both sides and holes are then created using the
laser tool. As the holes in the PCBs are created using
a scanned laser beam rather than a milling tool, arbi-
trary hole shapes can easily be realized. After cutting the
holes, a copper layer (1µm thick) is evaporated onto the
board in a conformal evaporator with a rotating chuck
system on both sides. For better sidewall coverage, cop-
per is also electroplated on top of the evaporated copper,
which serves as a seed layer for the electroplated copper.
The laser is then used to remove the metal on certain

FIG. 2. (A) PCB fabrication procedure for RF wafers: (a)
The process starts with a double clad, 0.028 inch, 1 oz. FR-4
board that is cut in the shape of a 4 inch wafer. (b) Holes are
cut into the PCB. (c) The top metal layer is patterned using
laser after alignment with fiducials. (d) The bottom metal
is patterned using a laser after alignment with fiducials. (B)
Top view of the fabricated RF wafer. (C) Bottom view of the
fabricated RF wafer.

parts of the sidewalls of the holes to isolate the electrode.
Finally, the laser is used again to define top and bottom
metal routing.

FIG. 3. PCB fabrication procedure for ESQ wafers: (a) The
process starts with a double clad, 0.028, 1 oz FR-4 board that
is cut in the shape of a 4 inch wafer. (b) Holes are cut into
the PCB. (c) 500 nm thick Cu is deposited by conformal evap-
oration from top of the wafer. (d) 500 nm Cu is evaporated
from bottom of the wafer. (e) Metal is electroplated for bet-
ter coverage of the sidewalls (f) Isolation cut with a laser to
remove part of the sidewall over which no metal is desired.
(g) Top metal layer is patterned using laser after alignment
with fiducials. (h) Bottom metal is patterned after alignment
with fiducials.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To test the major components of this technology, a
compact test stand has been set up. A filament driven,
multi-cusp ion source13 is used to generate plasma. The
source operates using argon or helium at a pressure in
the plasma chamber of around 6 mTorr. To create the
plasma, we rely on continuous gas flow rather than peri-
odic gas puffs. The filament is then operated at several
amperes and a -100 V arc pulse is applied for 300µs to
ignite the plasma. Ions are extracted during the arc pulse
by floating the source body to a high voltage (≤ 15 kV).
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Along with the plasma density, a three-electrode extrac-
tion system determines the plasma meniscus shape, ex-
tracted current density, and beamlet envelope trajectory
at the high voltage acceleration gap (see Fig. 4). The
plasma facing electrode (grid 1 in Fig. 4) is not electri-
cally connected to a fixed voltage source and, therefore,
floats to the plasma potential during operation. A volt-
age of −50 V has been measured during plasma opera-
tion. The second electrode (grid 2) is used to extract
the ion beam and is biased at a negative voltage rela-
tive to the source body. A third electrode (grid 3) has
been implemented that can be utilized to gate the ex-
tracted beam and short, uniform ion pulses of 4µs bunch
duration with no electron pre-pulse have been achieved.
However, in the work reported here, we do not utilize
the gating mechanism and the third electrode is biased
slightly more negative than the second grid, so that ions
are extracted continuously during the arc-pulse. The ions
then gain their remaining kinetic energy when they are
accelerated from the source potential to a grounded exit
aperture.

To demonstrate multiple parallel beamlets, we use a
multi-aperture extraction system. In our prototype, a
3× 3 array of beam extraction apertures is implemented
for each electrode, where each extraction aperture has a
0.5 mm diameter and the electrodes are positioned with
an inter-hole pitch of 5 mm, see Fig. 5.

Multi-cusp
ion source

Filament Grid 1

Grid 2

Grid 3

Rf-unit 1

Deceleration
Grid

Faraday
Cup

GND

8 kV
1 kV

1.1 kV 660 Vpk, 15 MHz

A
0-15 kV+- + -

+ -

+-

~

Extraction
system

Acceleration
gaps

Exit
aperture

Rf-unit 2

Acceleration
gaps

Drift

FIG. 4. The experimental setup consists of a filament driven
ion source with a three grid extraction system, that provides a
3×3 array of beamlets. The source is biased at high voltage for
beam extraction. A RF unit cell (shown) or an ESQ doublet
is inserted, followed by a Faraday-cup to measure the beam
current. Alternatively a scintillator and a CCD camera are
used to image the beam.

After the ions leave the beam extraction section, we
utilize the beam to test our accelerator components. For
the RF experiment, the test structure consisted of two
RF units. The drift gap length was designed to match an
8 keV argon ion beam, a driving RF frequency of 15 MHz,
and an acceleration voltage of 1 keV per gap. We summa-
rize the implemented distances in our two RF-unit (four
acceleration gaps) setup in Table I.

The RF high-voltage for our experiments is generated
by amplifying the output of a signal generator (Agilent
33520A) to an output power of at most 1 W (Mini Cir-
cuit ZHL-2-8) where it can be used to directly drive the

TABLE I. Drift distances used between RF acceleration gaps
designed for 15 MHz, 1 kV RF signal, and a 8 keV ion beam.
A RF unit consists of two acceleration gaps.

Drift gap number Drift length (mm)

1 4.00

2 4.37

3 4.73

gate of an RF metaloxidesemiconductor field-effect tran-
sistor (MOSFET) and excite the tuned resonant circuit
at the same frequency resulting in another gain of ≈ 40.
This design is based on the RF generator for the buncher
for the 88-inch cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL).14 The losses in the MOSFET and
the RF wafer capacitance (∼1 pF per gap) are the domi-
nant loads. The frequency range used for the experiments
presented here is 10-20 MHz. A peak amplitude on the
PCB of up to 660 V has been measured.

In the absence of a pre-bunching (or chopper) section,
the ion source will deliver a constant ion current over
many RF periods. Therefore, some ions are expected to
be accelerated and others decelerated. A retarding po-
tential analyzer is used to measure the beam energy dis-
tribution. This is implemented by adding a biased grid
after the RF units followed by a Faraday cup to mea-
sure the beam current. By scanning the grid voltage,
the Faraday-cup at the end of the beamline selectively
detects the current of ions with a kinetic energy higher
than the bias voltage on the grid. For a larger acceler-
ator structure, only a pulsed beam can be transported
through the accelerator structure, since the focusing ele-
ments as well as the drift gaps will be tuned for a single
ion energy. Without bunching the beam, one can expect
a transport limit of about 10% of a continuous beam to
be accelerated through an RF accelerator. This trans-
port limit is given by the requirement for longitudinal
phase stability.15

5 mm 5 mm5 mm

FIG. 5. Different implementations of a 3×3 array with a 5 mm
spacing, matching our extraction system at the source. Left
to right: PCB RF wafer, PCB ESQ wafer, silicon ESQ wafer.
Results reported in this paper used the PCB implementation
shown here.

The ESQ wafers are tested in a similar fashion. In-
stead of the RF units, a single ESQ wafer or a doublet is
mounted downstream of the ion source. We then use a
scintillator (RP 400 plastic scintillator) and a fast image
intensifying camera (Princeton Instruments) to observe
the beam transverse distribution. Since a filament driven
ion source is being used, light from the filament is also
detected by the camera. By looking at the scintillator
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at an angle, we avoid overlapping the light from the fil-
ament with light output from the ion beam hitting the
scintillator. As both have roughly the same amplitude,
this avoids the need for background subtraction. Voltage
scans on the ESQ electrodes then result in beam deflec-
tion that can be measured.

V. RESULTS

To characterize the ion source, we scanned the extrac-
tion voltages of the ion source. The source was oper-
ated at 6 mTorr using argon. The filament was on for 7 s
to create a sufficiently high, stable filament temperature.
Then the arc voltage was pulsed to -100 V for 0.3 ms. The
source was floated at 8 kV and then extraction voltages
on the second and third electrode were scanned. Here,
the third electrode was always held 100 V more negative
than the second electrode. Figure 6 shows the resulting
beam current measured from the source without any RF
or ESQ units present. The ion current increases as V

3
2

as expected from the Child-Langmuir law of space-charge
limited extraction and then at higher extraction voltage,
depending on the plasma density, changes to an emission
limited regime. Operating the source in the emission
limited regime will result in more shot-to-shot variation,
since the output level will depend on the gas pressure in
the source chamber, filament conditions, etc. Therefore,
an operating point at an extraction voltage of 1000 V was
chosen for an arc current of 0.6 A, which provided very
stable source performance. The plasma facing electrode
has 0.5 mm diameter holes, thus the local extracted cur-
rent density is 30 mA/cm2 at the operating point.

FIG. 6. Scanning the extraction grid voltage the source shows
space-charge limited extraction behavior before the emission
saturates depending on the arc current.

Next, two RF units were tested. The beam energy
profile was measured for three different conditions: (1)
minimum RF amplitude ≈ 5 V (lowest setting on the RF
generator) (2) RF amplitude at 380 V amplitude and (3)
RF amplitude at 660 V amplitude. The results are shown
in Fig. 7 together with simulated results (solid lines). The

simulation uses a 1-D model to calculate the beam energy
of macro particles with nanosecond separation along the
beam pulse. These particles are traced to the center of
the acceleration gap where the particle energy is changed
according to the RF phase at that time. Once the parti-
cles reach the position of the Faraday cup, a perfect en-
ergy filter is assumed and the charge of particles higher
than the simulated retarding-grid voltage is integrated.
The simulated results are based on the applied RF fre-
quency and amplitude, the ion energy, mass and current,
as well as the acceleration gap positions. The results of
the simulation are then scaled to the initial beam current
(the only free parameter in the simulation code). Exper-
imental and simulation results using several RF gaps and
the simulation program itself will be discussed in detail
in a future publication.

FIG. 7. Result from two RF units operating at different RF
amplitudes are shown. The RF frequency was 15.03 MHz.
The solid lines show 1-D simulation results. The inset shows
a zoom-in of a run with almost no RF applied, characterizing
the beam energy. The energy spread in the inset is due to use
of a mesh for the deceleration stage.

At the lowest RF settings of 5 V, an energy spread
of about 15 eV is visible (see the inset of Fig. 7). This
spread can be attributed to an intrinsic broadening of
our diagnostic and fits well with a model from Sakai and
Katsumata16 that predicts a 15 eV energy resolution for
a rectangular mesh of 90 lines/inch and 5.5 × 10−3 inch
as used in our experiment. The ion energy spread of a
filament driven ion source is small,17 on the order of 5 eV.
Since the energy spread within an RF-bucket will be more
than an order of magnitude larger, the energy spread at
the source is not explicitly included in the model. The
measured injected beam energy is 8.01 keV based on the
retarding potential scan. For the other cases, we mea-
sured a wider energy spread. As can be seen, some parti-
cles arrive at the correct time to achieve full acceleration
in each gap, whereas others arrive at different phases of
the RF and are either significantly accelerated, experi-
ence little or no acceleration or are significantly deceler-
ated. This is to be expected, since we do not inject a
pulsed beam but use a long pulse in regards to the RF
frequency. In a linear accelerator, the stable longitudinal
bucket occupies about 10% of the RF wave.15 In the ab-
sent of bunching, as in our present setup, we expect this
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fraction of the DC injected beam to be captured and ac-
celerated through many gaps. This is in agreement with
the data shown in Fig. 7. The measured energy distri-
bution fits very well with our 1-D model that simulates
a continuous ion beam. As one can see, the maximum
beam energy is roughly given by the injected beam en-
ergy plus four times the maximum RF amplitude. The
fact that the measured energy is slightly lower can be at-
tributed to the fact that the gap distances were designed
for a slightly higher RF amplitude. For a RF accelera-
tor consisting of many stages, one would inject a pulsed
beam or use a pre-buncher module to only inject particles
at the right phase of the RF.

For the ESQ tests, we utilized a single ESQ wafer and
demonstrated the characteristic elliptical deformation of
a round beam that is the result of focusing the beam in
one plane and at the same time defocusing the beam in
the orthogonal plane (see Fig. 8). Combining two ESQs

5 mm 5 mm

FIG. 8. ESQ focusing effect for positive and negative bias
at 280 V recorded using a scintillator and a CCD camera.
As expected focusing in one direction and defocusing in the
other direction is observed. Common background light from
the filament of the source is visible in both images.

into a doublet then allows the beam to be focused in
both directions. To demonstrate this, we chose voltages
of an ESQ doublet such that the initial round beam is
again focused to a round beam after passing two ESQs,
as shown in Fig. 9. The radius of the focused round beam
can be influenced by the applied voltages as expected.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated the functioning
of basic components needed to implement a millimeter-
scale MEQALAC formed from FR-4 PCB. The tested
structures were made using a laser microfabrication tool
that enables rapid prototyping for testing devices but is
not the best in fabrication precision. The laser cutter
provides resolution of 10 − 20µm over orifices of 100s of
microns. Furthermore, the accuracy over a 4-inch PCB
is made worse by the travel inaccuracies of the stages
used to move the laser beam and the substrate. Another
drawback of the laser microfabrication approach is that
the speed of manufacturing is limited owing to the beam-
based fabrication, much like exposure times in electron-
beam lithography. However, our accelerator component
design may be adapted to optical lithography fabrication

5 mm

FIG. 9. A focusing effect for two ESQs using alternating
gradients at 150 V is shown. To reduce the background light
from the ion source entering the CCD camera optics, four
beams in the 3x3 array were masked.

in combination with silicon micromachining, which can
lead to 0.5µm accuracy over a 4-inch wafer, while be-
ing fabricated in wafer-batches. These approaches are
currently under development in our labs. By scaling our
devices to be fabricated using silicon micromachining ap-
proach, we can achieve much greater uniform focusing el-
ements leading to higher overall accelerator current den-
sities.

The results reported here open a path to scaling to
much higher ion beam currents and beam energies, which
has the potential for ion beam systems in a broad se-
ries of established application areas where system cost
and foot print can be reduced drastically. These results
could also open up new application areas where system
costs today make ion beam applications prohibitively ex-
pensive. Driver beams requirements to heat plasmas or
targets for fusion energy are among the most demand-
ing. Massively scaled MEMS multi-beam RF accelera-
tors might offer a promising path for low cost ion beam
fusion drivers. Our experiments have focused on accel-
erator technology and the demonstration of a scalable
architecture to a large number of beams at a low cost.
We have injected and transported 5−10 µA/beam in a 3×3
array. The pitch of the array is 5 mm, thus, the average
current density over a 5 × 5 mm unit cell is: 5 − 10µA /
0.25 cm2 = 20 − 40 µA/cm2. The quadrupole focusing re-
sults and the acceleration of the beam through two RF-
units (two gaps per unit) show encouraging results, as
shown in the preceding section.

The achieved beam current averaged over the array
unit cell is still a long way from what is required for a fu-
sion driver. To gauge the remaining challenges, consider
a xenon driver beam (singly ionized) at 1 MeV for an un-
specified fusion target requiring 1 MJ of beam energy in a
1µs pulse. We consider half of the surface area, 2π stera-
dians, of a 5 m radius fusion chamber will be occupied
by about 2000 MEMS accelerators comprised of 30 cm
diameter wafers within a vacuum enclosure. Each accel-
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erator module must deliver 500 A of ions, and the peak
current density averaged over a beamlet unit cell must
be ca 1.6 A/cm2. To estimate the achievable beam pa-
rameters in a MEMS accelerator using demonstrated ion
source technology, we assume that the ion sources deliver
100 mA/cm2, as achieved previously for argon beams.18 As-
suming an aperture radius of 0.5 mm (as for the PCB
ESQs tested above) and quadrupole electrode voltage of
2.5 kV, the peak field between the electrodes is 100 kV/cm,
a conservative design specification. Thus, the current
density over a beamlet unit cell would be 20 mA/cm2.
This is lower by a factor of about 80 than the needed
current density for a driver. (For fusion target designs
accommodating higher ion kinetic energy, the required
current density decreases proportionally.) Strategies for
reducing this could be a combination of source and in-
jector improvements,19 improved beam capture efficiency
into the RF structure, and macro-bunch compression af-
ter the RF accelerator.20 These will be explored in future
work and we note that they have been explored already
for heavy ion driven inertial fusion system designs.

We envision this technology to be applicable for ion
beams in the 100 keV to several MeV range, with aver-
age beam current densities up to 1 mA/cm2. The technol-
ogy can also be used for lower energies. However, below
100 keV it will be more effective to use a single high volt-
age gap to accelerate the ions directly. Above 100 keV
beam energy, the advantages of having inexpensive com-
ponents and lower peak voltages will be more and more
important. For this technology to be competitive, we be-
lieve that an RF amplitude of several kilovolts is needed
per acceleration gap. This way, we will be able to achieve
gradients of 1 MV/m for the accelerator structure at fre-
quencies in the 50 MHz range. To accomplish these high
gradients, we are currently investigating the use of on-
board resonators with a high Q that already have been
shown to produce the required voltages. First prototypes
are currently being designed and we will test these de-
vices in the coming months to be able to integrate most
of the RF stack onto the wafers. Switching from PCB to
silicon will also provide a path for mass fabrication and
better manufacturing precision.

In comparison to other current technologies, for exam-
ple radio frequency quadrupoles (RFQs), MEQALACs
can achieve higher total transported currents utilizing
multiple beamlets. The overall energy efficiency of a
MEQALAC also scales favorable in comparison to RFQs.
A detailed comparison of these two technologies can be
found in the paper of Urbanus et al.21 Another interest-
ing metric is the effective transportable current density
in respect to the cross section of the device (instead of the
beam diameter). For state of the art RFQs of the order of
70 µA/cm2 (50 mA in a 30 cm diameter vacuum chamber)
has been established.22 Our prototype MEQALAC de-
sign delivers around 40 µA/cm2 (9×10µA, 1.5 cm×1.5 cm).
However, denser packaging can increase these by a factor
of 10-30 in PCB implementations and the use of MEMS
and silicon substrates will allow scaling to even higher
current densities of the order of 1 mA/cm2.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have shown that a compact RF unit without a res-
onant cavity can be used to accelerate an ion beam. For
this proof of concept, PCB structures have been used,
whereas for a final accelerator we envision the use of sili-
con micromachined wafers. This will allow smaller beam-
lets packed to a higher density on a wafer for increased
effective beam-current densities. Furthermore, focusing
elements in the form of ESQs will be added to the accel-
erator to allow for beam transport and refocusing of the
beam along the beamline. Once we achieved integration
of RF units and ESQ doublets, we will start scaling the
concept to a stack of 10 RF units. This will allow us to
examine scaling laws to higher energies. Initial simula-
tions indicate that higher energies and currents will be
achievable.
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